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Chapter 219 Juliet Rose 

After lining up for an hour, it was Cassie and Platt's turn to enter the exhibition hall. By that time, their 

legs were numb. 

 

The moment they entered the exhibition hall, they found that Trevor and the others were eating fruits 

at the reception table in the hall. 

 

It was needless to say that they were furious to see them relaxing. 

 

Clenching her teeth, Cassie rushed towards them and asked angrily with her hands on her hips, "Why 

didn't you invite us when you have VIP tickets? If you did, we wouldn't have to line up for a long time!" 

 

Furrowing his eyebrows, Trevor asked in confusion, "You said before that my tickets are fake." 

 

With a smirk on his face, Rob teased, "Someone said that it wasn't easy for him to get his ticket. So, we 

didn't have the heart to let him down." 

 

When Platt and Cassie heard these words, their faces flushed with anger, but they couldn't say anything 

to refute them. 

 

At that moment, a middle-aged man who was wearing a work uniform quietly came to Trevor. 

 

When Trevor saw the man, he excused himself from Aldrin and the others before following the man to a 

secluded corner. 

 

In a low voice, the middle-aged man said, "Mr. Sanderson, we have prepared enough flowers for each 

kind. You can choose whatever you want from them." 

 

With a smile on his face, Trevor nodded his head in satisfaction. 

 

Actually, Trevor didn't choose a random exhibition hall. He specially took them to his family's exhibition 

hall. 

 

The Sanderson family was one of the organizers and exhibitors of this flower exhibition. 

 

Trevor wanted to use his family's exhibition hall to let Aldrin confess his love to Cleo. 

 

In fact, the middle-aged man who came to report to Trevor was none other than the exhibition hall 

manager. 

 

Since he knew that Trevor liked to keep a low profile, he deliberately changed into the uniform of an 

ordinary employee. 
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After talking with the manager, Trevor returned to his seat where everyone was sitting. 

 

At that time, Cassie had already calmed down and she started boasting to show off her knowledge. 

 

"Have you guys seen this flower? This is the famous Juliet rose. It also has a nickname which is 'euro 3 

million rose'." 

 

Cassie was satisfied to see that everyone was looking at her. Then, she explained proudly, "This rose 

made its first appearance at the Chelsea Flower Exhibition and the price was three million pounds. Look 

at it. Isn't it look beautiful and elegant? I believe no girl can refuse this stunning rose!" 

 

Cassie took a break before she continued, "Nowadays, Juliet roses are planted commercially and the 

price isn't that expensive. But this signature here represents that these roses are personally cultivated 

by Rowen who created this variety. His roses are more gorgeous and they don't wither as fast as the 

other species. A single rose costs more than a thousand dollars!" 

 

Not noticing the real intention of her cousin, Cleo listened to her words with great interest. 

 

A staff who was listening to Cassie's words said, "This lady is so knowledgeable. This is our improved 

Juliet rose. The price of one rose is 1, 999 dollars." 

 

When Cleo heard the price, she gasped in surprise. 

 

Naturally, others were also shocked by the price of the rose. 

 

Seeing the look of surprise on everyone's faces, Cassie couldn't help but feel proud at herself. 

 

However, when she saw the shocked look on Aldrin's face, suspicion started to grow in her mind again. 

 

If he really was rich, how could he be so shocked by hearing the price? 

 

Then, she turned to look at Platt. Even though he looked surprised, he quickly composed himself. 

 

Her actions didn't go unnoticed by Trevor. Then, he leaned to Aldrin secretly and said, "Aldrin, are you 

ready to give these roses to Cleo? The staff is ready now." 

 

Hearing this, Platt tried to mock his competitor in jealousy, "If you are going to give her only ten roses, 

the scene would be really shabby!" 

 

In fact, he thought that if Aldrin was going to give the girl these flowers, he could only give her ten 

flowers at most. After all, the flowers were just for ornamental use and eventually they would wither. 

Therefore, no one would waste money on those roses no matter how rich he was. 

 



Thinking of it, Platt concluded that Aldrin wouldn't give Cleo too many flowers and so, he made fun of 

him first. 

 

At that time, a staff came over to them while holding a bouquet of roses that he could barely hold and 

handed it to Aldrin while saying, "This gentleman here bought 99 Juliet roses from this exhibition hall. 

We wish you all the best!" 

 

When the staff finished talking, everyone in the hall was silent. All of them were shocked! 

 

Especially Platt as he couldn't pretend to be calm anymore. His mouth was wide open and he was more 

shocked than Aldrin was earlier. 

 


